
What you need to know for Keller Natatorium  

● Where do I go? 

○ Enter through the lobby doors. Your swimmers can wait in the lobby until the deck doors are opened by 

the coach to allow your swimmers to enter.  

● Is there a locker room available? 

○ There is a girls locker room to the right of the lobby and a boys locker room to the left of the lobby.  

● Where should parents wait? 

○ Parents are not allowed on the pool deck. Parents can watch lessons from the stands. Go up the stairs to 

the right in the lobby and you are right above the lessons pool and can watch from there.  

● What time do we need to be there? 

○ Depending on if you need to change your swimmer, you can arrive 5-10 minutes before your scheduled 

time. Swimmers will be allowed on the pool deck 5 minutes before the session is scheduled to begin. 

 

What you need to know for Keller Pointe  

● Where do I go? 

○ Enter through the lobby doors. Once you walk in, the pool is to the right of the entrance. Please wait off 

the deck until the lessons supervisor opens the door and allows your swimmer to come on. Parents are 

allowed to sit on deck; however, they need to be at a distance from the pool (past the water fountains, 

in the blue chairs to the right). It may also benefit some swimmers to not have parents on deck. 

● Is there a locker room available? 

○ There are locker rooms and bathrooms available for your swimmers to use. 

● Where should parents wait? 

○ Please wait in the blue chairs along the side, away from the shallow “horseshoe” pool. This limits the 

distractions for our swimmers, teachers, and lifeguards.  

● Can my swimmers play before or after?  

○ Swimmers/families with memberships are allowed to enjoy the facilities. You can purchase a daily pass 

or memberships at the front desk.  

● What time do we need to be there? 

○ Depending on if you need to change your swimmer, you can arrive 5-10 minutes before your scheduled 

time. Swimmers will be allowed on the pool deck 5 minutes before the session is scheduled to begin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Both Locations 

● When will I find out how my swimmer is doing? 

○ Your swimmers will receive a progress report/certificate on the second day of their lessons. This will 

keep track of which level they are at throughout their lessons at LAC. They will need to bring this to 

every lesson. Below are the level progressions that we use:  

 

 

● What if I have a conflict and need to miss a class? 

○ We do not offer makeup classes when you miss a class.  

● What is the COVID protocol? 

○ Currently LAC is aligned with the facility's protocol, those will be posted on each website. We 

recommend all swimmers and parents (vaccinated or not) to social distance and wear a mask. Our staff 

will also take extra precautions as they do in-water training.  

○ Do not bring your swimmer to class if he or she is sick. Contact the Supervisor in the case of illness. 

 


